Spinal cord dose from standard head and neck irradiation: implications for three-dimensional treatment planning.
Treatment with traditional standard field arrangements for patients with head and neck cancer rarely causes myelopathy. Often, initial treatment fields are reduced to avoid the spinal cord after 45 Gy has been delivered and the cord dose that is delivered by 'off-cord' fields is not calculated. To determine a conservative limit to set for the cord dose for conformally-planned field arrangements, the total spinal cord dose delivered with standard opposed lateral fields was evaluated. Two types of treatment plans were evaluated for 10 patients enrolled on a parotid-sparing protocol for bilateral head and neck treatment, i.e. (1) standard opposed lateral fields, including large initial fields treating nodal volumes to 45 Gy, off-cord fields for an additional 25 Gy and electron nodal boost fields for an additional 5 Gy and (2) complex 3-D treatment planned field geometries with conformal dose distributions (actual treatment fields). Treatment fields for the protocol conformal plans were arranged so that the maximum cord dose was not to exceed 50 Gy. Dose-volume histograms for both types of planned treatments were analyzed. The maximum and minimum dose to the 1 cm3 cord volume receiving the highest dose were reported. The maximum dose to the cord from the standard composite plans was on average 52 Gy, with a range of 48.9-55.9 Gy. This consisted of an additional 6.3 Gy (average) from the scatter and block transmission dose from the off-cord lateral fields above the prescribed 45 Gy. For the conformal plans, the maximum dose was on average 49.4 Gy (which is protocol criteria). The maximum spinal cord dose of 50 Gy set as a dose constraint for 3-D treatment planning for conformal plans is a comparable dose to that given in standard opposed lateral head and neck treatments and has been determined to be a conservative spinal cord dose limit, which we have applied in our clinic.